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...showcasing the beauty
that results when
craftsmanship is applied
to exquisite materials...

Samuel Heath is dedicated to the
creation of definitive and highly
desirable taps, showers, bathroom
accessories and door and window
fittings. It is almost two centuries since

Heritage

the first machines began to turn at the
company’s factory in Birmingham, in
the heart of England. Craftsmanship
and integrity were the core principles

Creativity
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of Samuel Heath then and remain
such to this day. Our reputation as a
designer and manufacturer rests on
our ability to combine traditional skills

Design

with advanced production techniques
to ensure that every detail is just
as it should be. Our collections

draw upon British design talent
for

a

sense

of

uniqueness,

distinction and elegance. Each of
our products is formed from the
finest solid brass, assembled and
finished by hand, by dedicated
craftsmen and women.
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SAMUEL HEATH SHOWROOM
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Seeing, touching and handling is believing. Our superbly appointed showroom at
Design Centre Chelsea Harbour, London, England enables designers and specifiers
to view our key collections in a beautiful environment. You can also talk to one of our
experts who will offer their knowledgeable advice and assistance.

ARCHITECTS AND DESIGNERS RESOURCE

We

offer

specifiers

a

Quotations

comprehensive range of bespoke

With our quotation comes feature

services for any size of project,

and

residential

or

together with specification data

Our

team

expert

commercial.
of

design

detailed

product

images

for installation.

professionals knows instinctively
how

Samuel

Heath

products

Online library

can fit seamlessly into an overall

Online

brochure

and

CAD

design project:

drawings can be accessed via our
website along with high quality

Product selection and advice

images for client presentation.

We can guide you from initial
product selection through every

Project management service

stage of the design process.

We can organise and manage the
whole project for you from start to
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Site visits

finish.

Our specialist teams are available
to meet at your offices or at the

Delivery

project location.

We can meet very short lead times
and schedule deliveries to suit

Product sampling
Architects

and

designers

your needs.
can

show clients the design and
quality of our products through
our sample loan service. Delivery
and collection arranged.

Scheduling
Guidance and assistance on your
client’s design specification and
specific requirements.
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Place: West Hampstead Square
Location: London
Products: Brassware

Project References and Case Studies
Samuel Heath’s taps, showers, bathroom accessories and door and window fittings
complement the most beautiful of interiors worldwide, from the finest hotels to luxury
yachts, elegant country mansions to urban refits. We are also able to work to bespoke
specifications when the design needs of our clients so requires.

Place: Nova Building
Location: London
Products: Door Closers
Place: St. Edmunds Terrace
Location: London
Products: Door Hardware

UK Commercial
UK Hospitality
Place: The Newt Hotel
Location: Somerset, England
Products: Brassware
Place: Chelsea Barracks
Location: London, SW1W
Products: Brassware
Place: The Berkeley Hotel
Location: Knightsbridge, London
Products: Brassware & Door Hardware
Place: Mandarin Oriental
Location: London
Products: Door Hardware
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Place: Ritz Hotel
Location: London
Products: Accessories
Place: The Savoy Hotel
Location: London
Products: Hardware & door closers
Place: The Dorchester Hotel Spa
Location: London
Products: Accessories
Place: The Lanesborough Hotel
Location: London
Products: Accessories
Place: The Stafford
Location: London
Products: Brassware & hardware
Place: Threadneedles Hotel
Location: London
Products: Accessories
Place: Sheraton Park Lane
Location: London
Products: Brassware
Place: L’Oscar Hotel
Location: London
ProductsAccessories

Place: Oxford and Cambridge Club
Location: London
Products: Brassware & accessories
Place: Waldorf Hilton
Location: London
Products: Accessories
Place: Lensbury Hotel & Spa
Location: Twickenham
Products: Accessories
Place: Gleneagles Hotel
Location: Ayrshire, Scotland
Products: Accessories & hardware

Place: The Langdale
Location: Grasmere
Products: Brassware & Door Hardware
Place: The Pig Hotel
Location: Brockenhurst
Products: Hardware

Place: The Gherkin
Location: 30 St. Mary Axe, London
Products: Accessories

Place: Rick Stein Restaurant
Location: Marlborough
Products: Door Closers

Place: The Department Store
Location: Squire & Partners Headquarters,
London
Products: Brassware & Door Hardware

UK Residential

Place: Marriott Dalmahoy Hotel
Location: Edinburgh
Products: Accessories

Place: One Hyde park
Location: London
Products: Accessories

Place: Sheraton Hotel & Spa
Location: Edinburgh
Products: Brassware

Place: Chelsea Barracks
Location: London
Products: Brassware

Place: Skibo Castle
Location: Sutherland
Products: Accessories
Place: Turnberry Resort
Location: Ayrshire, Scotland
Products: Accessories
Place: Lygon Arms
Location: Broadway, Worcestershire
Products: Accessories
Place: Dormy House Hotel
Location: Broadway, Worcestershire
Products: Brassware & accessories
Place: The Arts Club
Location: London
Products: Brassware
Place: Gravetye Manor
Location: Sussex
Products: Brassware & accessories

Place: The Scalpel
Location: 52 Lime St, London
Products: Door Closers

Place: Battersea Power Station
Location: London
Products: Brassware

Place: White Collar Factory
Location: London
Products: Accessories
Place: Ottershaw Care Home
Location: Surrey
Products: Door Closers
Place: Royal Edinburgh Hospital
Location: Edinburgh
Products: Door Closers

Europe

Place: Clarges
Location: Mayfair, London
Products: Brassware

Place: Villa Honegg Hotel & Spa
Location: Switzerland
Products: Brassware & Accessories

Place: The Glebe
Location: London
Products: Brassware

Place: Grand Hotel Spa
Location: Stockholm, Sweden
Products: Accessories

Place: Centrepoint
Location: London
Products: Door Hardware

Place: Ett Hem Hotel
Location: Stockholm, Sweden
Products: Accessories

Place: Oceanic House
Location: London
Products: Brassware

Place: Villa Maia
Location: Lyon, France
Products: Accessories

Place: 88 St. James
Location: London
Products: Brassware

Place: Hotel Bristol
Location: Warsaw, Poland
Products: Accessories

Place: Sachs Hotel
Location: Dublin, Ireland
Products: Accessories

USA
Place: Four Seasons Hotel
Location: Chicago
Products: Brassware
Place: Equinox Gym
Location: New York
Products: Brassware
Place: The Cosmopolitan Club
Location: New York
Products: Brassware
Place: 150 Wooster St
Location: New York
Products: Brassware
Place: Hoxton Hotel
Location: Brooklyn, New York
Products: Door Closers

Place: Sail Tower Kempinski Hotel
Location: Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
Products: Accessories
Place: St Regis Hotel
Location: Amman, Jordan
Products: Brassware
Place: 4 Seasons Hotel Bright Star Beach
Location: Abu Dhabi
Products: Door Hardware & Closers
Place: The Rosewood
Location: Abu Dhabi
Products: Door Closers
Place: Jumeirah Emirates Towers
Location: Dubai
Products: Door Closers
Place: Raffles Hotel
Location: Singapore
Products: Brassware

Place: East 82 nd St
Location: New York
Products: Brassware

Place: Dazonghli T5 Hotel
Location: Shanghai
Products: Brassware

Place: 140 6 th Avenue
Location: New York
Products: Door Hardware

Place: Disneyland
Location: Hong Kong
Products: Door Closers

Place: Thompson Hotel
Location: Nashville
Products: Brassware

Place: The Murray Hotel
Location: Hong Kong
Products:Door Closers

Place: Yellowstone Country Park
Location: Montana
Products: Brassware

Place: Cathay Pacific Lounge
Location: Hong Kong
Products: Door Closers

Place: University Hospital
Location: Chicago
Products: Accessories
Place: Aria Resort
Location: Las Vegas
Products: Door Closers

Asia & Middle East
Place: Soho House
Location: Mumbai, India
Products: Brassware
Place: Fateh Prakash Palace Hotel
Location: Udaipur, India
Products: Brassware
Place: Shangri La
Location: Istanbul, Turkey
Products: Brassware & Accessories

Place: St Regis
Location: Changsha, China
Products: Door Closers
Place: Wheelock Apartments
Location: Kensington Hill, Hong Kong
Products: Brassware
Place: The Peninsula Hotel
Location: Hong Kong
Products: Door Closers
Place: Fok Ying Tung Villas
Location: Guangzhou, China
Products: Brassware
Place: Crowne Plaza
Location: Hefei, China
Products: Door Closers

Place: Marriott Hotel
Location: St. Pancras, London
Products: Door Closers

Place: Coworth Park
Location: Ascot
Products: Accessories

Place: Oblix restaurant
Location: The Shard, London
Products: Brassware

Place: Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons
Location: Oxford
Products: Brassware & accessories

Place: Leinster Square
Location: London
Products: Brassware

Place: Le Meridien Hotel & Spa
Location: Warsaw, Poland
Products: Accessories

Place: CCHI Tower
Location: Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Products: Brassware

Place: Park Hyatt Hadahaa
Location: Maldives
Products: Brassware

Place: St James Hotel & Club
Location: London
Products: Brassware

Place: Hotel Gotham
Location: Manchester
Products: Accessories

Place: Cleveland Row
Location: London
Products: Brassware

Place: Rocco Forte St. Thomas Hotel
Location: Prague, Czech Republic
Products: Accessories

Place: Bank of Kuwait
Location: Qatar
Products: Door Closers

Place: RAC Club
Location: Victoria, Australia
Products: Accessories
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Our One Hundred Collection
celebrates 200 years of
British manufacture.
The name references the
address of our brassfoundry:
100 Leopold Street,
12

Birmingham, England, where
we have been based since the
mid-nineteenth century.

The collection is inspired by
the best of British engineering
and the understated elegance
of fine products that turn
simple tasks into
luxurious experiences.
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A wide selection of lever and roundel
finish combinations allow for an
expression of individual style.

19

18

T1002-LA Twin control thermostatic shower in E40 brushed gold matt
lacquered and city bronze finish

Exquisite design detail and traditional
crafting techniques are characteristics
that are embedded in our long
standing tradition of excellence.

T1002-LA Thermostatic shower in E40 brushed gold matt lacquered and city bronze finish

One Hundred roundels include a
translucent crystal glass insert that
refracts light to create a dazzling
design feature. Additional knurled
escutcheon detailing at the base
20

makes this our most glamorous
roundel yet, that demands to be
seen, used and enjoyed.

T1005-CCR Thermostatic shower with clear crystal roundels in BGM brushed gold matt lacquered finish

21
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23
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T10K15LB 3 hole basin mixer, high spout in R51 polished nickel and gloss black chrome finish

24
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left: V10K14CBR 3 hole basin mixer with black crystal roundels in B51 antique gold and gloss black chrome finish
above: V10K47LA Wall mounted bath filler in SSB stainless steel finish and matt black chrome
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above: Spout options for wall mounted, deck mounted high spout and deck mounted basin mixers in BGM

T10K36LA-BGM Bath shower mixer with wing

brushed gold matt lacquered, CTB city bronze and MBC matt black chrome finishes

lever in BGM brushed gold matt lacquered finish

Landmark consists of two distinctive collections:
Industrial with its contemporary, bold and urban
styling and Pure with its well-balanced, concise
and direct lines. Every component is individually
engineered and developed by our team of designers.
Scale and proportion, functional efficiency and choice
of materials are aided by photo-realistic imaging and
the latest in rapid prototyping technology.
28
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The result is an authentic reflection of the era but
with an individual identity secured by the finest
craftsmanship. Bauhaus was about designing a way
of living and at Samuel Heath we believe that the
impressive performance of a thermostatic shower
valve or basin tap and the satisfying proportions of
an accessory piece should be daily delights.
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“Our guiding principle
was that design is
neither an intellectual
nor a material affair,
but simply an integral
part of the stuff of life,
necessary for everyone”
Walter Gropius
Bauhaus founder

F I N I S H E S (available in these finishes unless otherwise stated)

CP Chrome plate

PN Polished nickel

SSF Stainless
steel finish

URB Urban brass

URM Urban brass
matt lacquered

SSB Stainless steel
with matt black
chrome

MBC Matt
black chrome

CTB City bronze
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Much of what is now regarded as contemporary
design is rooted in Bauhaus. Landmark Industrial
is faithful to the rational functionalism redolent of
Bauhaus and a modern interpretation of the values
and style of the designs it pioneered.
Perfect function and beautiful form, achieved by the

32

use of the finest materials and a selection of finishes
that delight the senses, are also the values embedded
in Samuel Heath’s long manufacturing tradition.
These core values of acute attention to detail and
the use of innovative processes are identified in each
expertly manufactured piece of Landmark Industrial.
The collection fuses raw with refined in a celebration
of contemporary design.

V7K16LK 3 hole basin mixer with high spout in URM urban brass matt lacquered finish
Image courtesy of Uplifting Interiors
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The Newt, Somerset

34

17
35

A Somerset estate with a Georgian home at its core, transformed into a splendid hotel and spa.
Working with renowned interior designers & architects Richard Parr + Associates, Studio Mark Ruthven and Simon
Morray-Jones, owner Karen Roos, former editor of Elle Decoration South Africa, selected Samuel Heath’s fittings not only for
their quality but also to complement the rich colour tones running through the estate, with unlacquered Urban Brass and City
Bronze in The Clock House and the main hotel rooms using brushed nickel for a classic style.
This is the first time we’ve seen Samuel Heath taps used in a farm shop, yet they look perfect amongst the local produce! The
Landmark Industrial Collection with its knurling detail on the cross heads is a great choice for a rustic setting. With time and
use, the unlacquered brushed brass will age and patina beautifully.

36
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V7K16LK 3 hole basin mixer with high spout in URB urban brass finish. Also V701-TLK
thermostatic shower valve with V770-KITK slider rail kit, V762 overhead shower arm,
V178 200mm shower head and V7K47-1 wall mounted bath mixer all in URB urban brass.
Image courtesy of Robert Diaz Designs

Urban brass is exclusive to Landmark and
this part polished, part bead-blasted finish
perfectly complements the collection’s urban
styling. Urban brass is left unlacquered so
38
18

that it can develop its own natural patina

39
19

over time (subject to regular care) which is
part of its charm.

V700-TXK Thermostatic shower valve in URB urban brass finish
Image courtesy of Robert Diaz Designs

Lone Pine – Jackson, Wyoming

Jackson, Wyoming is known as the ‘Big Sky Country’. Picture a serene open valley with mountain ranges, alpine meadows,
waterfalls & glaciers. The destination is becoming an increasingly popular spot for world class skiing and authentic adventure,
40

particularly with city dwellers who crave the open road.

17
41

The Lone Pine compound is sited to make the most of its majestic views; oriented to view neighbouring structures and an
adjacent ski resort. The location is ideal for this weekend hideaway, for those that appreciate modern design sensibilities.
The property was developed by CLB Architects; a firm known for merging abstract property design into their surrounding
land. The design was conceptualised by a common ranch, then elements were subtracted to manage light source and
establish a connection to nature.
The floorplan of the build contains an innovative use of elevations to create a community feel while maintaining a sense of
simplicity. Floor to ceiling windows are split between parallel levels. The ground floor contains a sunlit living area, office and
gallery - while the upstairs roof projections include covered patios and balconies to transition a living space to the outdoors,
once more. The focus on nature is then emphasized with a contrast of light and dark natural cedar wood to the exterior, while
the interior combines a rich palette of mahogany millwork, white oak floors and exposed cliff stone.
The awe-inspiring detail of Lone Pine pays homage to artisanal influence, with a running theme of ironmongery that enhances
the merger of form and function. This includes a steel and leather entry door and a steel stair railing with leather strapping.
Meanwhile, the upper master bathroom is fitted with traditional brass accessories by Samuel Heath. The client selected our
Landmark Industrial range brass taps, shower head and wall-mounted mirror. This collection has a Bauhaus influence, which
offers a new artistic flair to the space. A City Bronze finish also compliments the warm & decadent palette of surrounding
wooden cabinetry and marble flooring.
Lone Pine is a luxurious retreat and a fine example of contemporary design.
Its architecture is striking against its natural setting, yet the interior is grounded in effortless functionality.

V7K47-2XK 3 hole wall mounted tub filler in CP chrome plate finish
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left: V702-TLK Thermostatic shower valve, V769 ceiling tube, V189 300mm shower head, V754-K hand
shower with V941 hose, V764 wall outlet and V767 wall bracket all in CP chrome plate finish.
above: V7K15LK 3 hole basin mixers with medium spout in CP chrome plate finish.
Images courtesy of Vergara Design and Construction, Inc. Architectural design and project management
ZKC NY - contractor
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right: V7K36LK Floor mounted single lever bath / shower mixer along with
V7K20-1LK-LH wall mounted basin mixer in SSF stainless steel finish
Photo credit: Cécile Perrinet Lhermitte
YNDO Hotel
Manager & Designer: Agnès Guiot Du Doignon
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above: V7K36LK Floor mounted single lever bath / shower mixer in SSF stainless steel finish
left: V702-TLK thermostatic valve with V770-KITK slider rail kit and V663 200mm easy clean shower
head all in SSF stainless steel finish
Photo credit: Cécile Perrinet Lhermitte
YNDO Hotel
Manager & Designer: Agnès Guiot Du Doignon
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V701-TLK Twin control thermostatic shower in SSB stainless steel

V7K17-1 Wall mounted basin mixer in SSB stainless steel with matt black chrome finish

with matt black chrome finish
Images courtesy of Turton Oliver

Bold and authoritive
with precisely machined
detailing, Landmark
Industrial uses raw with
refined in a celebration of
contemporary design.
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above: V7K09LK-RH Single lever basin mixer (right handed) in URB urban brass finish
Image courtesy of Erdem Hamza
right: V7K20-2LK-LH Wall mounted basin mixer in MBC matt black chrome
Also available without wall plate

Landmark Pure has overtones of
the original Bauhaus aesthetic and
builds on the foundations of Samuel
Heath’s Fairfield and Style Moderne
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Pure does not attempt to be a
faithful reproduction of the products
of Bauhaus, rather it utilises a design
language that evokes the ethos of
the period in an authentic manner.

By size and proportion it displays
and celebrates elements of its
functionality achieved through a
harmony of materials, finishes and
exquisite detailing. Pure is neutral
and balanced with concise and
direct lines.

Ibex House, London EC3
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V7K43-1LF Wall mounted 3 hole bath filler in MBC matt black chrome finish
Also available without wall plate

F I N I S H E S (available in these finishes unless otherwise stated)

CP Chrome plate

PN Polished nickel

SSB Stainless
steel finish

URB Urban brass

URM Urban brass
matt lacquered

SSB Stainless steel
with matt black
chrome

MBC Matt
black chrome

CTB City bronze
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V7K36LF Floor mounted single lever bath / shower
mixer in PN polished nickel finish
Image courtesy of Tile & Floor, Oversley Property
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left and above: V7K17-2XF Wall mounted basin mixer in PN polished nickel finish

Image courtesy of Tile & Floor, Oversley Property
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above: V702-TLF Thermostatic shower in CTB city bronze finish
right: V7K36LF Floor mounted single lever bath / shower mixer in URB urban brass finish
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V702-TLF Thermostatic shower
in CTB city bronze finish
above: V702-TLF Thermostatic shower with V754F hand shower, V941 hose,
V767 wall bracket and V764 wall outlet all in URB urban brass finish
Image courtesy of The Newt Hotel, Somerset
right: V7K6XLF9 Exposed thermostatic shower in MBC matt black chrome finish
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V7K36LF Floor mounted single lever tub /
shower
mixer
in URB
above: V7K14LF 3 hole basin mixer, low spout with pop-up waste in SSF
stainless
steel
finishUrban
with brass finish
matt black chrome
right: V7K17-3LF Wall mounted basin mixer,in MBC matt black chrome finish
Image courtesy of Veritas Designs - Residential - Thomas Kuoh Photography
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above: V7K17-2XF Wall mounted lavatory filler in URB urban brass finish

above and right: V7K47-1XF Wall mounted bath mixer in URB urban brass finish.
Shown here with separate hose and handset using individual hot and cold controls
Images: The Newt Hotel, Somerset
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V702-TLF Thermostatic shower with V754F hand shower, V941 hose, V767 wall bracket
and V764 wall outlet all in CTB city bronze finish
Image: The Newt Hotel, Somerset
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V7K17-1LF Wall mounted basin mixers in MBC matt black chrome finish
Image courtesy of Veritas Designs - Residential - Thomas Kuoh Photography
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above: V7K17-1LF Wall mounted basin mixer in MBC matt black chrome finish
right: V7K47-2LF Wall mounted bath mixer in MBC matt black chrome finish
Image courtesy of Veritas Designs - Residential - Thomas Kuoh Photography

above: V7K17-1LF Wall mounted basin mixer in SSB stainless steel finish with matt black chrome
Image courtesy of The Secret Drawer

STYLE MODERNE
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Style Moderne is a highly distinctive collection of taps, showers and bathroom
accessories inspired by the grace and glamour of the Art Deco period of the
1920s and 1930s. The elegance of this collection is an authentic reflection of
the era yet its individual identity is secured with a modern interpretation. With
the Style Moderne collection, Samuel Heath has reinterpreted one of the most
dynamic and influential design periods in history.
V6K30MB Deck mounted bath / shower mixer in SSF stainless steel finish
above: V6K6XMB9 Thermostatic shower with V6K30MB deck mounted bath / shower

shown floor mounted using V238 standpipes

mixer in SSF stainless steel finish shown floor mounted using V238 standpipes
Images: The Newt Hotel, Somerset

STYLE MODERNE
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V6K30MB Deck mounted bath / shower mixer in SSF stainless steel finish
shown floor mounted using V238 standpipes

STYLE MODERNE
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V6K14MB 3 hole basin mixers, N510-3 Illuminated mirror, N6713 Glass shelves and N6698-8 Towel rings
all in SSF stainless steel finish

STYLE MODERNE

81
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above: V6K30MB Deck mounted bath / shower mixer in AG antique gold finish
shown floor mounted using V238 standpipes

F I N I S H E S (available in these finishes unless otherwise stated)

above: V6K16MB 3 hole basin mixer in AG antique gold finish
Images courtesy of Mantis - USA

CP

PN

SSF

NL

BG

BGG

BGM

CTB

CNB

AG

chrome plate

polished nickel

Stainless steel
finish

non lacquered

brushed gold

brushed gold
gloss lacquered

brushed gold
matt lacquered

city bronze

country bronze

antique gold

STYLE MODERNE
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above: V6K30MB Deck mounted bath / shower mixer shown floor mounted using
V238 standpipes in CP chrome plate finish
Images courtesy of Ilinka Design Studio Ltd, London

V600-T2MB Thermostatic valve, V668-TMB 3-way divertor, V662 overhead shower arm, V163 200mm shower head, V670-KIT slider rail kit and
V6K14MB 3 hole basin mixer all in CP chrome plate finish

STYLE MODERNE
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above: V602-TM Thermostatic shower with V654 hand shower, V940W hose, V667 wall bracket and V664 wall outlet all
above: V6K14X 3 hole basin mixer in CP chrome plate finish

in CP chrome plate finish. Also V6K14X 3 hole basin mixer in CP chrome plate finish

STYLE MODERNE
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above: V6K30 Deck mounted bath / shower mixer shown floor mounted using V238 standpipes in PN polished nickel finish
Image courtesy of Warr & Webb at Chelsea Barracks, London

right: V606-TM Thermostatic valve, V662 overhead shower arm, V665 300mm shower head, V670-KIT slider rail kit , V276 body
jets and V6K30 deck mounted bath / shower mixer shown floor mounted using V238 standpipes in AG antique gold finish
Image courtesy of Alexander Naranjo

Fairfield
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V2K16W 3 hole basin mixers with wooden levers in NL non lacquered brass finish
Image courtesy of Marie Flanigan Interiors

Fairfield taps, showers and bathroom
accessories are a balanced combination
of the diverse formal design influences
of the Arts and Crafts and Aesthetic
Movements which flourished
between 1880 and 1910

Fairfield
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above: V2K2WW Exposed thermostatic shower with wooden levers and V2K1WW exposed thermostatic
shower with wooden levers both with V665 300mm shower head in NL non lacquered brass finish
right: V2K32W Wall mounted bath / shower mixer with wooden levers in NL non lacquered brass finish
Images courtesy of Marie Flanigan Interiors

Fairfield

93
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V2K32GB Wall mounted bath / shower mixer and V202-TGB thermostatic shower in CP chrome plate finish

Residential property, Richmond Upon Thames, London

Fairfield
The traditional green country
interior of Foxhill Manor in
Broadway in the Cotswolds
draws
with

the

outdoors

harmonious

in

shades

of green and hints of blue.
Accessorised with traditional
94

Fairfield brass fixtures by

95

Samuel Heath.

top left: Fairfield V2K16M 3 hole basin mixers with V202-TM thermostatic shower valve all in CP chrome plate finish
left and above: Fairfield V2K30M deck mounted bath / shower mixer shown floor mounted using V238 standpipes
and V2K16M 3 hole basin mixers all in CP chrome plate finish

Fairfield
Contemporary styling creates a boutique feel in this 19th century cottage en-suite. This luxurious
bathroom is the main en-suite in a period cottage dating back to 1824.
As part of a wider renovation project, the current residents were looking to complement the
unique period features of the cottage with more contemporary styling, and wanted their
bathroom to have a real ‘wow factor’, boutique hotel feel.
Combining minimalist and classic brassware, the couple mixed the crisp clean lines of a Samuel

96

Heath Xenon shower rose, with the softer curves of Samuel Heath’s Fairfield collection for the

97

shower valve and basin taps.

The

hand-finished,

carefully

crafted

brassware

contrasts

beautifully

against

the

feature pearlescent wall, chosen to offer a dramatic, bold design in the simple cottage
en-suite. The pearlescent effect reflects daylight or becomes iridescent with the LED coloured lights.

Challenged with covering conventionally uneven walls, large tiles were chosen for the main
walls with floor and finger tiles used to wrap around the curve of the window reveal to create
the perfect bathroom sanctuary.

F I N I S H E S (available in these finishes unless otherwise stated)

V2K17 Wall mounted basin mixer in CTB city bronze finish
Image courtesy of Richard Lankester Design Consultants

CP

PN

SSF

NL

BG

BGG

BGM

CTB

CNB

AG

chrome plate

polished nickel

Stainless steel
finish

non lacquered

brushed gold

brushed gold
gloss lacquered

brushed gold
matt lacquered

city bronze

country bronze

antique gold

Fairfield
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V2K13GC Kitchen mixer in PN polished nickel finish with clear organic crystal levers

Fairfield

100

101

Villa Honegg Hotel and Spa
When award winning design company,

Heath, using the dedicated service for

Jestico + Whiles was commissioned to

designers and architects provided through

specify the interior of the luxury five

our London showroom at the Design

star Villa Honegg Hotel at Ennetbürgen,

Centre

Switzerland, the company set out to renew

offers one-to-one support for any size

the guest experience in a way that would

specification project, from initial product

reflect the hotel’s striking mountain setting.

selection through to project management.

Combining contemporary design with the

The team from Samuel Heath worked with

heritage of the beautiful period building,

the interior design company to specify

the inspiration found in the panoramic lake

the

and mountain views from each bedroom

Fairfield taps and showers were selected

has been used to create stunning boutique

for their classic motifs and rich character.

bathrooms for each guest, bringing an

Samuel

element of the hotel’s grand setting inside.

also

Jestico + Whiles worked alongside Samuel

synergy between the wet room spaces.

Chelsea

guest

Harbour.

bathrooms

Heath

featured

and

Fairfield
in

the

The
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areas.

showers
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are

creating
V201-TM Concealed thermostatic shower valves with V262 shower arms and
V913 300mm skirted shower heads in CP chrome plate finish

Antique

Antique
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N4334 in AG antique gold finish

The modern classic
Antique accessories are classically designed and available
in a choice of beautiful finishes

from top: N4356-80-G Towel rail in NL non lacquered finish, N4356-45-G towel rail in PN polished nickel finish, N4355-40-G towel rail in AG antique gold finish,
N4355-30-G towel rail in NL non lacquered finish

F I N I S H E S (available in these finishes unless otherwise stated)

CP Chrome plate

PN Polished nickel

NL Non lacquered

AG Antique gold

Xenon
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Pure, simple and bold
Xenon holds a purity and minimalism of form that allows
simple purpose to become the focal point

left and above: V117 Wall mounted basin mixers with N9566 liquid soap dispenser in
SSF stainless steel finish
Image courtesy of The secret drawer

F I N I S H E S (available in these finishes unless otherwise stated)

V117 3 hole wall mounted basin mixer in SSF stainless steel finish
Image courtesy of The secret drawer

CP

PN

SSF

BG

BGG

BGM

MBC

CTB

chrome plate

polished nickel

stainless steel
finish

brushed gold

brushed gold
gloss lacquered

brushed gold
matt lacquered

matt black
chrome

city bronze
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Xenon
left: V136 Bath shower mixer on V238 standpipes in SSF stainless steel finish
right: V117 Wall mounted basin mixer with N9566 liquid soap dispenser
in SSF stainless steel finish
Image courtesy of The secret drawer

Xenon
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Befitting the contemporary design, Xenon offers numerous combinations
of deck mounted and wall mounted shower and bath solutions
to suit every conceivable installation. Additionally the range of accessories
offers enhanced design flexibility to meet the most demanding requirements.

V136 Bath shower mixer on V238 standpipes in CP chrome plate finish

Xenon

Xenon
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V109 Single lever basin mixer in PN polished nickel finish
Both images courtesy of Jess Weeks Interiors

V102-T Thermostatic shower in PN polished nickel finish

Xenon

Xenon
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N5037 Paper holder in CTB city bronze finish

N5098 Towel ring in CTB city bronze finish

F I N I S H E S (available in these finishes unless otherwise stated)

CP

PN

SSF

BG

BGG

BGM

MBC

CTB

chrome plate

polished nickel

stainless steel
finish

brushed gold

brushed gold
gloss lacquered

brushed gold
matt lacquered

matt black
chrome

city bronze

Xenon
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N5032 Robe hooks in BGG brushed gold
gloss lacquered finish

L5042 Wall mounted toilet brush set in BGG brushed gold gloss lacquered finish

115

Xenon
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N5137 Towel rail in from top MBC matt black chrome finish, BGG brushed gold gloss lacquered finish, CTB city bronze finish

N5305 Liquid soap dispenser in MBC matt black chrome finish

Novis

Novis
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Defining the impeccable bathroom.
A classical accessory collection
with concealed fixings

left: L42 Wall mounted toilet brush in NL non lacquered brass finish
above: N1037 Wall mounted paper holder in CP chrome plate finish

Curzon

Curzon
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Curzon is a traditional collection
of bathroom accessories with exposed fixings
for a truly authentic period style
left: N30 Soap basket in CP chrome plate finish
above: N39 Double robe hook in CP chrome plate finish

Shower accessories

Shower accessories
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N158-XL Large deep corner shower basket in BGM brushed gold
matt lacquered finish shown with Landmark Industrial V702-TLK
thermostatic shower in URM urban matt lacquered finish

Every Samuel Heath shower basket is constructed by
hand. Each basket ‘wire’ is hand positioned and crimped
securely in place, never soldered, so your basket will
remain perfect for years to come

Freestanding accessories
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125

L140 Soap holder shown with Xenon V131 tall single lever basin mixer in MBC matt black chrome finish

Versatility is key
Beauty and solidity are the defining characteristics of Samuel Heath’s freestanding
bathroom accessories collection. Classic and contemporary designs are
offered as perfect counterparts to our taps and showers

N29 Soap rack in CP chrome plate finish

Door Furniture
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P8060-B Door knob with P8006-B rose in CTB city bronze finish

Three contemporary door levers: Landmark, Bauhaus and Reeded and also seven Classic door
levers: Blencathra, Scafell, Bowfell, Esk, Brandreth, Coniston and Helvellyn, all designed with the
precision and detail that you expect from Samuel Heath’s architectural hardware ranges.
Following on from the success of our Bauhaus inspired bathroom ranges, Landmark
Industrial and Pure, we have now introduced the Landmark, Bauhaus and Reeded door
levers to compliment your existing hardware in up to sixty different finish and grip
combinations so that each door lever can be exclusive to you.

P6046 Reeded lever on P8010 Rose in SSF stainless steel and MBC matt black chrome finish with
P6040 Landmark lever on P8010 Rose in BGM brushed gold matt and ABU antique brass unlacquered finish

Door Furniture
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above and right: Samuel Heath door fittings in CP chrome plate finish
Both images courtesy of Montrose Capital

Door Furniture
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above: Samuel Heath door fittings in CP chrome plate finish

above: P7009 Doctor’s door knocker in PN polished nickel finish

Image courtesy of Montrose Capital

Image courtesy of Timber Windows
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We hope that you have been inspired by our Product Folio. To see our complete range
including window fittings and other architectural hardware in full detail please visit our
website: samuel-heath.com

134

V7K36LK Floor mounted bath / shower mixer also V7K09LK-RH single lever basin
mixer both in URB urban brass finish

Image courtesy of Erdem Hamza

We reserve the right to change our product specification in line with our policy of continuous product development.
Technical information given is nominal.
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